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Can GPs audit their ability to detect
psychological distress? One approach and some
unresolved issues

AMANDA HOWE

SUMMARY
Background. General practitioners (GPs) should be able to
detect psychological distress in their patients. However,
there is much evidence of underperformance in this area.
The principle of clinical audit is the identification of under-
performance and amelioration of its causes, but there
appear to be few evaluated models of audit in this area of
clinical practice.
Aim. To evaluate the feasibility of auditing GPs' perfor-
mance as detectors of psychological distress. Specific
objectives were to test a model of the audit cycle in the
detection of psychological distress by GPs; to research GP
perceptions of prior audit activity in this area and the validi-
ty of the instruments used to measure GP performance;
and to research GP perceptions of the value of this specific
approach to the audit of their performance and the particu-
lar value of different aspects of the model in terms of its
impact on clinician behaviour.
Method Prospective controlled study of an audit cycle of
GP detection of psychological distress. Nineteen GP princi-
pals used a self-directed educational intervention involving
measurement of their performance, followed by data feed-
back and review of selected videotaped consultations.
Qualitative data on GP views of audit in this area of clinical
activity were collected before and after the quantitative
data collection.
Results. The study shows that the GP cohort had not previ-
ously considered auditing their performance as detectors of
psychological distress. They found the instruments of mea-
surement and the model of audit acceptable. However, they
also suggested modifications that might be educationally
more effective and make the audit more practical. These
included smaller patient numbers and more peer contact.
The implications of the study for a definitive model of audit
in this area are discussed.
Conclusion. Effective audit of GP performance in detection
of psychological distress is possible using validated instru-
ments, and GP performance can be improved by education-
al intervention. GPs in this study appear more motivated by
individual case studies and reflection through video analy-
sis on undiagnosed patients than by quantitative data feed-
back on their performance. This study therefore supports
other evidence that clinical audit has most impact when
quantitative data is coupled with clinical examples derived
from patient review.

Keywords: audit, psychological morbidity; general practi-
tioners.

Introduction
The accepted criteria for a successful audit' are that:

* the subject should be common and important clinically,
* an improved performance should be of clear benefit clinically,
* the standards to be achieved should be clear, realistic, and

acceptable,
* change in performance should be possible,
* the actual performance of the practitioner should be mea-

sured with simple reliable instruments, and
* these measures should be repeated after changes have been

implemented to demonstrate an improved performance.

Looking at the detection of psychological distress, the litera-
ture suggests that the following criteria apply:

1. General practitioners (GPs) fail to recognize a considerable
proportion of patients who are significantly distressed when
they consult.24

2. The likelihood that undetected distress may lead to recurrent
consultations,5 chronicity and suffering,6 and inappropriate
management or referral7 makes this a problem of consider-
able concern.

3. Change in clinician behaviour in this field has been shown
to be possible, mainly through training packages focusing on

consultation skills, which have been proven to improve GP
performance related to the accurate detection and manage-
ment of psychological distress.8-"' There is some evidence
that making doctors aware that a patient is unexpectedly
psychologically distressed may alter their care6 and also
improve patient satisfaction.'2

4. Questionnaires have been developed and extensively vali-
dated for measuring the psychological state of the patient at
consultation.'3"14 Comparison between these measures and
GP opinion gives a measure of the degree of agreement
between the two.

These findings suggest that GPs could attempt to measure and
improve their performance in this field, thus making it appropri-
ate to consider the feasibility of an audit of GP performance in
the detection of psychological distress. Studies of clinician atti-
tudes to audit have shown support for the educational value and
impact of monitoring one's own performance,'5 although
ambivalence may remain where the purpose of the data-gathering
exercise is unclear or the motivation for audit is suspect.'6 Audit
is now a routine requirement for GPs,'7 and its role in quality
assurance'8 and continuing medical education'9 is frequently
cited.
What problems may exist with an audit of this subject? The lit-

erature suggests that:

* neither clinician opinion nor questionnaire score can be seen

as a 'gold standard', as both are capable of false positives
and negatives, and questionnaires have recognized limita-
tions in terms of their reliability,'3

* the clinical importance of intermediate questionnaire scores

for significant consequences has been disputed,20'2'
* studies in which patient questionnaire score has been fed

back to the doctor have shown a contradictory impact on
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clinician behaviour as a result,22-25
* there are contradictory opinions on the benefits to patients of

improved detection, particularly if management remains
unaltered,26'27 and

* standards of performance have been little discussed,
although ranges of performance from previous studies offer
some information on the range in this field.3

To illustrate some of the rationale behind considering an audit
for this clinical area, Table 1 compares a hypothetical audit of
GP detection of psychological distress with one of diabetes care.

As can be seen, there are extensive areas of similarity (particular-
ly in influencing long-term outcomes), but standard setting is
more established in diabetic care.

In the light of these issues, this study took a cohort of GPs
through a model of an audit cycle of GP detection of psychologi-
cal distress, and collected qualitative and quantitative data on the
impact of the study. Since the nature of the topic was one that
could not be derived from routine data, it was necessarily a

prospective exercise.28 The views of the GPs on the effectiveness
and feasibility of this model are presented, modifications sug-
gested, and outstanding issues clarified.

Method
Nineteen GPs were recruited from a random written approach to
one in two list principals in Sheffield in late 1992.1" The audit
cycle comprised:
* Measurement of performance by comparing the opinion of

the GP with the patient's General Health Questionnaire
(GHQ) score. The GP completed an assessment form,
which, like the GHQ, has been used in other studies29
(Figure 1), for 150 consecutive adult patients immediately
after each consultation.

* Undertaking an educational intervention, which comprised
quantitative feedback on performance compared with peers,
written material and video analysis of consultations showing
both detected and undetected patients all elements likely
to be of educational value.

* Repeating the data collection to show whether the interven-
tion had led to improved GP performance in the trial group.
The control cohort was allowed to undertake the educational
intervention after the second data collection, so the whole
GP cohort was able to provide feedback on all aspects of the
study.

At the start and end of the study, all GPs were interviewed by
the researcher using a semi-structured schedule.30 The cues perti-
nent to the issues of audit in the first interview were:

'Have you ever thought of trying to examine this aspect of
your work before?'
'If you set a standard for your own performance that you

hoped to achieve, about what would that be...?'
In the final interview, the questions were:

'Have you any comments on this study as a way of auditing
your performance in this area?'

'Can you suggest any improvements?'
The interviews were audiotaped and transcribed by the

researcher. Data were analysed by direct comparison of the tran-
scripts,3' using a grounded theory approach when more complex
themes emerged.32

Results
The quantitative data showed that the detection of psychological
distress improved significantly in the trial cohort, and the details
of this are written up elsewhere." The qualitative data pertinent
to the audit model are summarized below and in Table 2.

Table 2. GP views on the audit model for GP detection of psycho-
logical distress.

Criterion GP views

Prior audit activity None of the GPs had a model for audit
of their performance in the detection
of psychological distress

Standards GPs are unfamiliar with likely
standards of performance and see any
improvement as positive

Instruments GPs insufficiently familiar with
such questionnaires, but find them
acceptable in practice

Method of audit Questionnaires found to be useful for
identifying patients in whom GP may
not detect psychological distress

Data collection Statistical validity less important than
case identification

Improving performance GPs feel improved performance
depends on the analysis of
consultation behaviours rather than
on data feedback or written material

Setting GPs feel peer group work would
increase their learning from this audit

Table 1. Comparison of audit criteria for diabetes and detection of psychological distress.

Criterion Diabetes Psychological distress

Subject common/important Yes (2-3% population) Yes ( 30% + attenders)

Objective measures of problem exist Yes (e.g. glycosylated Hb) Yes (questionnaire score)

Improved care by doctor results Possibly - doctor may do right Possibly- doctor may do right
in improved outcome things but many factors influence things but many factors influence outcome

outcome

Improved performance is possible Yes- e.g. by more active monitoring Yes- by greater awareness and
different consulting style

Standards clear, realistic, and acceptable Known range to aim at No established standards-
wide range of GP performance
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Box 1. GP six-point rating scale of psychological distress.

Prior audit activity in this area

None of the 19 GPs had ever thought of auditing this aspect of
their work before. One typical comment was: 'Since I don't
know who I'm missing, I don't see how I can measure how good
I am (at detecting)'. Nevertheless, 12 GPs (12/19) made specific
comments about their motivation for participation being related
to gaining a measure of their performance. When asked for their
ideas on how this might be done, only three suggestions were

made: 'following up people you think might be distressed', 'ret-
rospective notes analysis' and 'asking the patients'.

Standard setting
Only 12 out of the 19 GPs were prepared to set standards for the
proportion of distressed patients accurately detected: the range
was from 50% (three GPs) via 70-80% (seven GPs) to 100%
(two GPs). Few were familiar with the literature on the topic, and
one comment by a GP declining to set standards was that 'I
would want to know how other people do first'.

Views on the instruments used to measure performance
Only one GP in the cohort had previously used the GHQ, and
only two others used any mental health measure in their current
practice. In the predata collection interviews, only these three
GPs made positive comments about such measures, while 16
comments were made expressing concems such as 'they are too
inflexible' or 'are they acceptable to patients?' However, after
both data collections were completed, all the GPs perceived the
measures as acceptable, putting more emphasis on their own

shortcomings (although none of the cohort stated an intent to use

the GHQ in routine clinical practice).

The value of this specific approach to audit of their
performance
At the fmal interview, although many GPs were impressed with
the educational exercise (13/19 'very positive') and interested in
their performance data (13/19 'very interested'), the cohort were

almost unanimous in saying that the data collections had 'been
too demanding of (our) time'. The workload of collecting data on

150 patients was perceived as outweighing the benefit gained
from the data. The overall feeling was that they would willingly
sacrifice statistical accuracy for a lower workload, and that
smaller patient numbers would have given a sufficient impres-
sion of their capabilities for them to see their shortcomings and
be motivated to improve a typical comment being 'I think I'd
got the point after fifty!' Some GPs expressed a desire to know
the patient questionnaire scores post-consultation and to review
those patients about whom GP opinion and GHQ score appeared
to conflict ('I would have liked to follow up the ones I missed').
Others wanted to look at management issues in addition to sim-
ple detection, and. some models for assessing quality of care that
have appeared elsewhere may be relevant here.29
The particular value of different aspects of the model in

terms of impact on clinician behaviour
All aspects of the intervention (written material, data feedback,
and video review) were positively evaluated, but the weighting
was towards the video work, with only five GPs making sponta-
neous comment that the data feedback was important: 'I valued
having some figures to compare myself with'. In feedback, GPs
perceived the video work as contributing more to subsequent
behavioural change than the data comparison.

Suggestions for modification of the model
Apart from reducing the size of the data collection, the other
major modification that GPs proposed for the whole cycle was
increased peer contact (13 comments), which has been found to
be an effective source of leaming in other settings.33 They want-
ed to discuss their data and findings on their own performance
with their peers; seeing their data compared on paper with that of
others was not felt to be adequate.

Discussion
While the GPs in this cohort appeared willing to accept the
model of audit provided (data feedback with an educational
intervention), they were clearly most motivated by examining the
possible elements in their own behaviour or the patient's, which
had led to non-detection of psychological distress. This finding
supports evidence from other studies, which shows that change
in clinician behaviour is most likely when individual departures
from ideal clinical care can be demonstrated.'6 The GPs were not
comfortable with standard setting, perhaps because of the novel-
ty of the idea and their unfamiliarity with the literature.
The widespread acceptance of the questionnaire was interest-

ing and lends support to its well-established track record in pri-
mary care settings, although its incorporation into routine clinical
practice still appears unlikely.34 GPs would need guidance in the
use and scoring of such a questionnaire before they would use it
in either an audit or a diagnostic setting. Smaller patient numbers
would be adequate for case identification, although risking a mis-
leading picture of overall performance.

There was enthusiasm for the intervention, which proved to be
effective in improving GP performance. However, this does not
imply that all GPs would be willing to participate in the kind of
educational approach that can improve their performance; unlike
simply applying a clinical protocol more closely, learming how to
improve consultation skills can be costly in time and energy,8 and
improved performance may be undermined by other factors.35

Implications
The importance of the clinical issue of accurate detection of psy-
chological distress makes it a potentially worthwhile subject for
audit. The instruments exist to measure GP performance in this
area, and they are acceptable to GPs, although not often used in
practice. Change in GP performance using tested interventions
(including that used in this study) is certainly possible, although
the benefits of accurate detection of psychological distress
remain to be clarified. GPs in this cohort appear to be more moti-
vated by individual case studies and reflection through video
analysis on undiagnosed patients than by quantitative data feed-
back on their performance: this approach would also reduce the
workload of the audit. Although wishing to minimize time input,
they wanted some peer contact during the audit cycle to share
their reflections on the topic under study.

It is clear from this study that the audit of psychological prob-
lems presents different challenges from that of other illnesses,
and this suggests that clinical audit may have most impact when
statistical data are coupled with case review. This finding is sup-
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Please indicate the degree of psychological disturbance present
in your patient today by circling one appropriate number

Normal/stable person with or without physical illness 1
Person with subclinical emotional disturbance 2
Person with mild psychological disturbance 3
Person with moderate psychological disturbance 4
Person with severe psychological disturbance 5
Psychological disturbance warrants admission 6
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ported by a meta-analysis of other educational interventions,
which suggests that audit and data feedback alone are less effec-
tive in changing physician behaviour than 'multifaceted' inter-
ventions, including case analysis.36 Combining elements of this
model with other work37 may enable GPs to undertake effective
audit of their performance as detectors of psychological distress
using proven methods in the near future.
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